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Steinberg, Pérez Announce Major Agreement with Business       
Leaders on Regulatory Reform and New Office of Business       

and Economic Development 
              

          Legislation Signals California is Open for Business 
 
 
(SACRAMENTO) – In a move to improve California’s business climate and help create 
jobs for Californians, Senate President pro Tempore Darrell Steinberg and Assembly 
Speaker John A. Pérez today announced an agreement on key legislation to reform 
California’s regulatory system and establish a new office focused on economic 
development. The legislation is supported by the California Chamber of Commerce and 
the California Manufacturers and Technology Association, which have consistently 
called for regulatory reform and other efforts to promote investment in, and expansion of, 
business in the Golden State. 
 
SB 617, coauthored by Senators Ron Calderon (D-Montebello) and Fran Pavley (D-Santa 
Monica), implements significant new regulatory reforms that are key to luring new 
businesses to California, growing existing business in California, and helping create jobs 
for Californians.  Specifically, the bill requires state agencies to review major regulations 
more thoroughly, focusing on how proposed regulations would impact: investment in 
California; incentives for innovation; creation of new businesses in California; creation or 
elimination of jobs; and, equally importantly, the health, safety and welfare of the public, 
workers, and the environment.   
 
The measure would achieve these objectives by requiring agencies to more rigorously 
assess the economic impacts of major regulations before they are adopted. The bill also 
increases transparency by ensuring the public and other stakeholders have a meaningful 



opportunity to participate in the regulatory process. Further, the bill ensures agency 
compliance by giving the Governor’s Office of Administrative Law the power to return 
regulations that fail to comply with the new regulatory standards.   
 
AB 29, authored by Speaker Pérez (D-Los Angeles), implements recommendations by 
business leaders to create the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development 
(or “Go Biz”) as the lead agency to develop economic strategy and marketing  of 
California’s inherent advantages for commerce. The bill would simultaneously create a 
California Business Investment Services Program to assist people and businesses who 
want to invest in, and expand, California trade and industry.  
 
“We’ve often heard from the private sector that there’s a perception state government is 
too complex, the permit process is too burdensome and that it simply takes too long for 
businesses to get started and expand in California,” said Steinberg (D-Sacramento). 
“While some of it may be overstated we also know there’s a lot of truth to it. This 
legislation implements concrete reforms that will change that perception, instill 
confidence for investors and send a strong signal that California is open for business.”  
 
“With an almost 12 percent unemployment rate in California, there’s no more critical 
issue to our state than to improve the job market,” said Pérez. “We’re working together 
with business leaders and the labor community to streamline government processes, 
promote California businesses and create good-paying jobs.” 
 
Assemblymembers Steven Bradford (D-Inglewood) and Robert Wieckowski (D-
Fremont) have also introduced proposals to help promote business and job growth in 
California, including AB 408 to help streamline processes for businesses dealing with 
hazardous waste. 
 
 

"These proposals are an important step forward for California. Requiring that all new 
regulations be analyzed for their impact on the economy and requiring agencies to give 
priority to the most cost effective option are changes that California needs,” said Allan 
Zaremberg, president and CEO of the California Chamber of Commerce. “These reforms 
will help begin to turn around the perception - and reality - that California has a bad 
business climate."   
 
"We appreciate that legislative leaders understand California's costly regulatory climate 
has become a significant barrier to investment and job creation in our state. SB 617 is a 
positive first step toward achieving regulatory certainty by requiring state agencies to 
conduct robust economic analyses of new regulations that will impose a cost of $50 
million or more on our economy,” said Jack Stewart of CMTA. “The success of these 
reforms will ultimately depend on a commitment and follow through from our regulatory 
agencies, Governor Brown's administration and the legislature to make our regulatory 
process more transparent and ensure that regulators adopt the most cost effective 
alternatives to achieving their goals." 



IMPROVING CALIFORNIA’S BUSINESS CLIMATE AND  
PUTTING CALIFORNIANS BACK TO WORK 

 
SB 617 (Calderon/Pavley) – Regulatory Reform  
Regulatory reform is a key element to luring new businesses to California, growing existing business in 
California, and helping get more Californians back to work. Democrats agree that regulations—and the 
rulemaking process—should be transparent, non-duplicative, and efficient. This year, Senators Ron Calderon 
and Fran Pavley worked with a broad array of statewide and local business groups as well as labor and 
environmental advocates on legislation to ensure regulations adopted by state agencies implement statutory 
policies in the most cost effective way. Specifically, this bill would:  

1) Protect Californians and the Environment While Making it Easier and Less Expensive to do 
Business in California. Requires state agencies to review major regulations more thoroughly, focusing 
on how proposed regulations would impact: investment in California; incentives for innovation; the 
creation of new businesses in California; creation or elimination of jobs; and, equally importantly, the 
health, safety and welfare of the public, workers, and the environment. 

2) Require a More Rigorous Assessment of the Economic Impacts of Major Regulations Before They 
Are Adopted. Requires the Department of Finance to adopt guidelines for agencies to utilize more 
rigorous “economic assessments” that ensure a thorough review of the costs and benefits of major 
regulations.   

3) Improve Oversight in New Regulatory System. Authorizes the Office of Administrative Law to reject 
a proposed regulation if: the agency did not conduct a proper economic assessment, the regulation 
conflicts with existing state regulations, or the agency failed to properly assess alternatives. The bill also 
requires the OAL to report to the Legislature on agency compliance with the new regulatory program. 

4) Increase Transparency. Improves the rulemaking process by requiring state agencies to involve the 
public and stakeholders earlier and more effectively in the rulemaking process; thus ensuring a more 
thorough evaluation of the economic costs and benefits of major regulations as well as the most efficient 
means of implementing statutory policy. 

AB 29 (John A. Pérez) -- Office of Economic Development: Various reports have been critical of California’s 
business climate and have made recommendations on how to promote economic development, specifically 
calling for an Office of Business and Economic Development. This bill:  
 

1) Creates the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development (GO-Biz) as a one-stop shop for 
business seeking assistance with state agencies and as the lead agency for economic strategy and 
marketing of California.  

2) Moves the California Business Investment Services Program to GO-Biz to help businesses invest and 
expand in California. 

3) Moves the Office of Small Business Advocate to GO-Biz to continue their work of assisting small 
businesses in California. 

 



Statement by Republican Leader Conway on  
Legislative Democrat ‘Regulatory Reform’ Proposals 

 
SACRAMENTO – Assembly Republican Leader Connie Conway, of Tulare, today issued the 
following statement in response to the announcement by Legislative Democrats Thursday that 
they will be pursuing a package of “regulatory reforms” in the final days of the legislative 
session, including requiring an economic analysis for certain state regulations and revamping the 
state agency in charge of business development: 
 
“It is nice to see our friends in the majority party finally embrace a watered-down version of 
reform that Republicans have been advocating for years.  Ironically, the majority party blocked 
these types of common-sense reforms every time Republicans have proposed them in the past.  
But no one should mistake this minor change for real regulatory reform. More than 2 million out-
of-work Californians are demanding action from the Legislature on jobs.  But this half-hearted 
attempt at ‘reform’ is further undermined by the fact that Democrats are pushing dozens of job-
killing bills as the clock ticks down toward the end of the legislative year.     
 
“To help our economy recover and attract new jobs, Republicans believe that the Legislature 
must do more to attract private sector jobs to California.  This year alone, we have introduced 
many common-sense reforms to lower the cost of doing business in our state, provide regulatory 
relief and stop junk lawsuits – only to see Democrats block virtually all of them.  Until we get 
serious about enacting the types of changes that will make California more competitive for jobs, 
any so-called reform from Democrats will do very little to get people working again.” 
 
Earlier this year, Assembly Republicans introduced a package of legislation aimed at getting 
Californians back to work. Virtually every measure – including several bills to reform 
burdensome regulations – was rejected by the majority party.  For a list of the Assembly 
Republican jobs bills and their status, click here. 
 
Democrats are pushing a host of “job killer” bills in the final weeks of this legislative session 
that will actually make it harder to create and retain jobs in our state.  Some of the proposals 
include: 

 Eroding workers’ compensation reforms and increase costs to employers  
 Increasing costs to California’s farmers  
 Imposing a host of costly new taxes on small business owners  
 Creating a costly new paid sick leave mandate that will lead to fewer jobs and less hours 

for workers  
 Paving the way for new junk lawsuits against small businesses 

 
 

# # # 
 

http://arc.asm.ca.gov/member/34/pdf/20110823_BillPackageSummary_FI.pdf
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